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Abstract: Open social conflicts are not frequent in countries in transition. This is surprising given the scale of the redistribution of resources and the increase in inequality.
It is argued here that this is the consequence of the dominance of allocative over the
distributive justice in post-socialist transitions. In the future and especially due to the
integration with the European Union it can be expected that issues of social, distributive, justice will become more prominent.
Apstrakt: Otvoreni socijalni konflikti nisu česti u zemljama u tranziciji. Ovo je
iznenađujuće kad se ima u vidu nivo redistribucije resursa i porast nejednakosti. Ovdje
ćemo tvrditi da je to posljedica dominacije alokativne nad distributivnom pravdom u
zemljkama post-socijalisticke tranzicije. U budućnosti, a posebno zbog integracija u
Evropsku Uniju, može se očekivati da pitanje socijalne, distributivne pravde postane
istaknutiji.
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Introduction
Social conflicts are not particularly characteristic for transition economies. At least not
the open ones, e.g., mass strikes, demonstrations, riots or massive economic disruptions.
This observation1 leads to the hypothesis that
issues of allocation may dominate those of
distribution in post-communist transitions.
1 I am not aware of a comprehensive study of social conflicts in countries in transition. But I have not done any
thorough research of the literature so my observation
is just that, an observation. Social conflicts should be
distinguished from severe political ones, see Gligorov
(1994). It may also be observed here that pre-transition,
socialist or communist, economy and society were characterized by deep conflicts and pervasive repression that
periodically incited mass expressions of dissent, though
it is often assumed nowadays that those were rather
harmonious albeit quite inefficient economies and societies. In other words, it seems to be believed still that
they traded efficiency for social equality.

European integration, however, does present
post-transitional economies with a dilemma
when it comes to the institutionalization of
the system of social justice. The issues of social justice and fairness will in time emerge as
important for other reasons too.

Distribution vs. Allocation
Not all problems of development and institutional reform are the same. There are at
least three ways to approach them.2
	1. One is perhaps the typical problem of
development. It can be seen as being characterized by multiple equilibria. There is an
underdeveloped equilibrium and the growth
equilibrium. Those may or may not be Pare2 Elementary clarification of concepts used in this paper
can be found in appendix I.
3 For an overview see Hoff (2000). For poverty traps see
Azariadis (2004).

